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Abstract— The paper’s aim is how to forecast data with
variations involving at times series data to get the best
forecasting model which realistically considers the underlying
causal factors in a situational relationship and therefore has
the best “track records” in generating data. Paper’s models
can be adjusted for variations in related a time series which
processes a great deal of randomness, to improve the accuracy
of the financial forecasts. The methodology which we have
used is based on inferential analysis. To build the models to
identify the major future changes in the direction of a
situational data series, a comparative model building is
applied. Hereby, the paper suggests to use some of the
nonlinear techniques, like direct and sequential search
approaches, to reduce the technical shortcomings. The final
result of the paper is to manipulate, to prepare and to
integrate heuristic non-linear searching methods to serve
calculating adjusted factors to produce the best forecast data.

individual component series. In empirical research, the VAR
(1) model often provides a satisfactory fit to multivariate
return series. Therefore, the process (yt; t<Z) is integrated 1,
denoted I(1), if and only if it satisfies the recursive equation
yt=yt-1+et; where (et) is a weak white noise [3]. This paper
tries to minimize et.
II.

Researchers often deal with processes that vary as time
passes. Time series are analyzed to better understand,
describe, control, and predict the underlying process. The
analysis usually involves a study of the components of the
time series (TS) – such as secular trends, cyclical variations,
seasonal effects, and stochastic variations- the particular
components of interest tendency to vary from one problem
to another. [9]
The forecast is merely a prediction concerning the future
and is required in virtually all areas of the operation.
Obviously, good forecasting is essential to reduce the
uncertainty of the TS in which most decisions are made. The
level of sophistication required in forecasting techniques
varies directly with significance of the problem being
examined. [8]
The forecasting techniques used in any particular
situation depend on two major factors: Aggregation factors
such as International / regional economics; National
economics; Industry economics; Individual firm economics;
the internal of the firm. Diagnostic factors such as Cost and
potential gain; the complexity of the relationships; Time
period; Accuracy required; Lead time.
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I.

INITIAL PREREQUISITE

INTRODUCTION

The paper’s aim is to construct, give a new method and
to present a proper analysis of the factors which will effect
the forecasting equations. The new calculating process is
based on nonlinear intelligent methods which searching to
find a new point in time series processes for residual
minimization. We will try to present how to fortify
forecasting financial models with nonlinear techniques
characteristics based on line search methods for economic,
finance and business forecasting techniques.
You may study many interesting nonlinear techniques on
the one hand on Luenberger (1989) and Bazaraa (1993), but
on the other hand, with analysis of forecasting techniques
that is presented by McGuigan (1999), Gourieroux and
Jasiak(2001), this idea got to present itself to improve
significantly its predictive power by applying nonlinear
methods advantages of generating stationary points in
different ways to advocate the adjustment factor of the
forecasting techniques to extent that minimize difference et =
(Yt − Yˆt ) or (Yt-Yt-1). As in the univariate case, the pure
vector autoregressive process of order 1[VAR (1)] provides
a simple framework for exploring the multiplier effects and
forecasting. Moreover, this multivariate autoregressive
process can accommodate quite complex dynamics of

III.

FORECASTING TECHNIQUES

I. Naϊve forecasting models are based on TS
observations of the values of the variable being forecast. Let
ŷ denote the forecast data of the variable of interest, y denote
an actual observed data of the variable and the subscript t
identify the time period. The simplest model states that the
forecast value of the variable for the next period will be the
same as the value of that variable for the present period.
If a recognizable pattern exists, it may be incorporated
by adjusting related equations. Two possible cases are a
linear trends and nonlinear trends. A linear trend follows a
constant rate of growth pattern. Since the related equation is
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a nonlinear relationship, the parameters cannot be estimated
directly with the least-squares method.
When seasonal variations are introduced into a naive
forecasting model, it may be possible to improve
significantly its short-run predictive power. The best known
of these is the ratio-to-trend method. Trend projection
equations are most useful for intermediate and long-term
forecasting.
Another model that is often very effective in generating
forecasts when there is a significant seasonal component is
the exponentially weighted moving-average (EWMA)
forecasting model. At each point in time, the EWMA model
estimates a smoothed average from past data, a n a ver a ge
fr o m pa s t da ta , an av er a ge tr en d g ain , and the
seasonal factor. These three components are then combined
to compute a forecast [3].
II. Smoothing techniques are higher form of naϊve
forecasting models which assume that an underlying pattern
can be found in the TS of a variable that is being forecast. It
is assumed that these historical observations represent not
only the underlying pattern but also random variations. By
taking some form of an average of post observations,
smoothing techniques attempt to eliminate the distributions
arising from random variations in the series and to those the
forecast on a smoothed average of several past observations.

minimization of the average forecast error, or root mean
square error.

[

RMSE = Σd 2

1

2

=

1 m
∑ ( yˆ t − yt ) 2
m t =1

Where m is the number of time periods.
B. First-order exponential smoothing.
To forecast a stationary time series with the exponentials
smoothing model, we first smooth the time series with a MA
similar to those described in order to isolate the systematic
or smooth component of the series. We then project this
smooth component into the future. The MA employed by the
exponential smoothing model for stationary TS is a special
type of weighted MA.
The smooth component of a stationary time series may
be considered as a succession of estimate of the underlying
mean level of the stationary process. Update the smoothed
estimate:

Yt s = αyt + (1−α)Yt−s1
Yt s = Yt−s1 +α(Yt −Yt−s1 ) = Yt−s1 +αdt
Yt s = αYt +α(1−α)Yt−1 +α(1−α)2 Yt−2 +α(1−α)3Yt−3 + ...
Yˆt+k = Yt s , k = 1,2,3,....

A. Moving average.
If a data series possesses a large random factor, in an
effort to eliminate the effects to this randomness, a series of
recent observations can be average to arrive at a forecast.
This is the moving average method. A number of observed
values are chosen, their average is computed, and this
average serves as a forecast for the next period.
1. Simple MA may be defined as:

Ŷt+1 =

]

Where

Yt s

is the smoothed estimate for the current period t,

Y t −s 1 is the smoothed estimate for the proceeding period t-1,
yt is the observation for the current period t, α is the
smoothing constant, and Ŷt+k the forecast for k periods ahead.
These models weight the most recent observation by 0<α<1,
and the past forecasting by (1-α). A large α indicates that a
heavy weight is being placed on the most recent observation.

1⎡N ⎤ ˆ 1
1
Yt ⎥ = Yt + [Yt − Yt −N ] = Yˆt + ΔY
∑
⎢
N
N ⎣ t=1 ⎦
N

C. Double exponential smoothing Models.
Data that are collected over time frequently exhibit a
linear trend when a linear trend is not apparent in the data,
single exponential smoothing is well suited as a forecasting
technique. How if a trend is present in the data, DES is more
appropriate for obtaining forecasts than is single ES. The
DES is closely related to the trend analysis technique of
simple linear regression, in which the forecast for Yt+1, given
TS up to and including time t. In DES, the coefficients at and
bt are considered to be functions of time and are updated as
each successive observation becomes available. These
updated coefficients are given by the following expressions:
ŷt+1=at+bt(1+t)
(13)

(9)

Yˆt +1 = Yˆt + α
1
Where α is
ΔY
N

2. Weighted moving average may be viewed as a
centered MA, where the observations in a sequence don’t
receive equal weights.
Ŷt+1=α[Σwtyt] , Where α is the reverse of the sum of the
weights, and N is the number of observations in a moving
average. The greater the number of observations N used in
moving average, the greater the smoothing effect because
each new observation receive less weight (1/N) as N
increases. Hence, generally, the greater the randomness in
the data series and the slower the change in the underlying
pattern, the more preferable it is to use a relatively large
number of past observations in developing the forecast.
The choice of an appropriate MA period, that is, the
choice of N, should be based on a comparison of the results
of the model in forecasting past observations. One criteria
that is often used for such comparative purpose is the

( 2)

bt=[α(1-α)](St-S t −1 )
at=2St- S(2) -tbt
t

St=αyt+(1-α)St-1
(2)

( 2)

S t =αSt+(1-α) S t −1
Where α is a smoothing constant chosen to minimize the
sum of the squared forecast errors, St is the single smoothed
(2)
statistic computed recursively, S t is the double smoothed
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statistic also computed recursively, and the initial value S0
( 2)
and S 0 are obtained using the related equations as follows:
S0=α0-[(1-α)/α]b0

structure for almost all the descent algorithms we discuss.
One starts at an initial observation determines, according to
a fixed rule, a direction of movement; and then moves in that
direction to a (relative) minimum of the TS error on that line.
At the new predicted value a new direction is determined
and the process is repeated. Once the selection is made, all
algorithms call for movement to the minimum forecast
observes on the corresponding component.
The process of determining the minimum Yˆt on a given
variation is called variation search. For general nonlinear
functions that can not be minimized analytically, this
process actually is accomplished by searching, in an
intelligent manner, along the variation for the minimum
forecast value error. These line search techniques form the
backbone of nonlinear programming algorithms, since
higher dimensional problem are ultimately solved by
executing a sequence of successive line searches.

(2)

S 0 =α0-2[(1-α)/α]b0
The quantities α0 and b0 are initial values of the
regression coefficients. If data are available, say, to time t, α0
and b0 are simply regression coefficients computed using the
model Yt=α0+b0t. If no data are available, values for α0 and
b0 are assigned subjectively, or if this is not possible S0 and
(2)
S are both assigned the initial value of the series, Y0.
0

D. ES for TS with trend secular.
Step1. Update the smoothed estimate:

Y t s = α Y t + (1 − α )( Y t +s 1 + d t −1 )
Step2.Update the trend estimate:
s
s
,0<b<1
d t = b (Y t − Y t −1 ) + (1 − b ) d t −1
Step3. Forecast for period t+k:
Yˆt + k = Y t s + kd t
Where st is the trend estimate for the current period
t, dt-1 is the trend estimate for the preceding period t-1, b is
the trend adjustment constant, and Y t + k is the forecast k

A. Fibonacci and Golden section search
1) Fibonacci search.
The method determines the minimum value of a time
series over a closed interval [C1,C2]. In projections, a TS
may in fact be defined over a broader domain, but for this
method a fixed interval of search must be specified.
To develop an appropriate search strategy, that is, a
strategy for selecting observations based on the previously
obtained values, we pose the following process: Find how to
successively select N observations so that, with explicit
knowledge of TS, we can determine the smallest possible
region of uncertainty in which the minimum residual must
lie. Thus, after values are known at N observations y1, y2…
yn with C1≤Y1<Y2<… <Yn-1<Yn≤C2
The region of uncertainly is the interval [Yk-1 ,Yk+1]
where Yk(=dk) is the minimum error among the N, and we
define Y0=C1, Yn+1=C2 for consistency. The minimum of dk
must lie some where in this interval.
The derivation of the optimal strategy for successively
selecting observations to obtain the smallest region of
uncertainty is fairly straight forward but somewhat tedious.
Let
α1=C2-C1, The initial width of uncertainly
αk= width of uncertainly after k measurements.
Then, if a total of N observations are to be made, we
have

periods ahead for future period t+k.

E. ES for TS with trend and seasonal components.
Step 1. Update the smoothed estimate:
Y
Y t s = α ( t ) + (1 − α )( Y t −s 1 + d t − 1 )
st− p
0<a<1
Step 2. Update the trend estimate:

,

d t = b(Yt s − Yt −s 1 ) + (1 − b)d t −1
Step 3. Update the smoothed index estimate:

S t = s(

Yt
) + (1 − s ) S t − p
Yt s

Step 4. Forecast for period t+k:

Yˆt +k = (Yt s + kdt )S , Where st is the seasonal
index estimate for current period t, St-p is the seasonal
index estimate for period t-p, one seasonal cycle
earlier, and s is the seasonal index adjustment
constant, 0<s<1 [1, 7, 8, 9].
IV.

αk = (

Fn −k +1
)α 1 = Wα 1 , Where the integers Fk
Fn

are members of the Fibonacci sequence generated by the
recurrence relation:
FN=FN-1+FN-2 ,F0=F1+1, The resulting sequence is 1,
1,2,3,5,8,13,…
The procedure for reducing the width of uncertainty to
αN is this; The first two observations are made
symmetrically at a distance of ( F N −1 )α = W α from the
1 1
1
FN
ends of the initial intervals; according to which of these is a
lesser value, an uncertainty interval of width α2= (W1α1) is

NONLINEAR TECHNIQUES

It is time to turn to a description of the nonlinear
techniques used for the value of adjusted factor based on
iteratively solving unconstrained variations minimization.
These techniques are, of course, important for practical
projection since they often offer the simplest, most direct
alternatives for obtaining solutions; but perhaps their
greatest importance is that they establish certain reference
plateaus with respect to difficulty of implementation and
speed of convergence. There is a fundamental underlying
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observation; by using more points, less information is
required at each of them. . Thus, using
Ŷt,UŶt, UŶt-1 it is possible to fit the quadratic
q(Y) = Ŷt+UŶt(Y0-

determined, the third observation is placed symmetrically in
this new interval of uncertainty with respect to the
measurement already in the interval. The results of this step
gives an interval of uncertainty α3=(FN-2/FN) α1=w2α1. In
general, each successive observation is placed in the current
interval of uncertainty symmetrically with the point already
existing in that interval.
2) Search by Golden section.
If the number N of allowed observations in a Fibonacci
search is made to approach infinity, we obtain the golden
section method. It can be argued, based the optimal properly
of the finite Fibonacci method, that the corresponding initial
version yields a sequence of intervals of TS whose width
tend to zero faster than that which would be obtained by
other methods. The solution to the Fibonacci equation
FN=FN-1+FN-2= α

f

N
1

+b

N

f

2

Yt)+

which has the same corresponding values. An estimate
Yt+k can then be determined by finding the observation
where the derivative of q vanishes; Thus, we find forecast
for period t+k:
Ŷt+k=Yt-α.UŶt , Where α=[Yt-1-Yt]/(UŶt-1-UŶt).
Thus, using Ŷt,UŶt, UŶt-1 it is possible to fit the
quadratic which has the same corresponding values. An
estimate Yt+k can then be determined by finding the
observation where the derivative of q vanishes; Thus, we
find forecast for period t+k. Comparing this equation with
Newton’s method, we see again that the value Ŷt does not
enter; hence, our fit could have been passed through either
Ŷt or Ŷt-1. Also the model can be regarded as an
approximation to Newton’s model where the second
derivative is replaced by the difference of two first
derivatives.
3) Cubic Fit.
Given the observation, Yt-1 and Yt with corresponding
forecast and derivative values Ŷt-1, UŶt-1, Ŷt, UŶt, It is
possible to fit a cubic model to the observations having
corresponding values. The next observe Yt+1 can then be
determined as the relative minimum point of this cubic. This
leads to find forecast for period t+k; Ŷt+k=Yt-α(Yt -Yt-1)=Yt-α.
α=[UŶt+u2-u1]/[UŶt-UŶt-1+2u2]
UYt with
Where u1=UŶt-1+UŶt-3([Ŷt-1 –Ŷt])/(Yt-1-Yt)
u2=[u21-UŶt-1.UŶt]1/2
It can be shown that the order of convergence of the
cubic fit method is 2. Thus, although the method is exact for
cubic models indicating that its order might be three; its
order is actually only two.
4) Quadratic Fit.
This method is often most useful in line searching by
fitting a quadratic through three given actual and forecast
observations. This has the advantage of not requiring first
and second derivatives information. If we have points Y1, Y2,
Y3 and corresponding forecast values Ŷ1, Ŷ2, Ŷ3. We
construct the quadratic passing through these points:

is to finding, where f1 and f2

are roots of the characteristic equation f2=f+1. Explicitly,
f1≈1.618 and f2≈-0.618. Therefore, 1.618 is known as the
golden section ratio.
For large N the first term on the right side of fN equation
dominates
the
second
and
hence
F N −1
1
=
≅ 0 . 618
lim
N →∞ F
F1
N
It follows from (16) that the interval of TS at any
observations in the TS has width
And from this it follows that

α t = α 1 .(

1 t −1
)
f1

α t +1 1
=
= 0.618
αt
f1

Therefore, we conclude that, with respect to the
width of the TS interval, the search by golden section covers
linearly.
B.

Line search by curve fitting.
1) Newton’s method.
Suppose that the TS error of a single variable Y is to
minimized, and suppose that at a value yk where an
observation is made it is possible to evaluate the forecast,
first derivative (U) and second derivative (U2) of the
predicted values on unit of time t: ŷt, Uŷt, U2ŷt. Hereby, it
is possible to construct a quadratic time series q which at yt
agrees with TS up to second derivatives (U2), that is
q(y)= Ŷ1+UŶ1(y0-y1)+

1 U2Ŷ (Y -Y )2
t
0
-1
2

ΔYˆt +1 − ΔYˆt (Y0 − Yt )
.
2
Yt −1 − Yt

q( y) =

Now,

3

∑ α Yˆ

i

i =1

Where α=[∏j±i(Y0-Yj)]/[∏j±i(Yi-Yj)] and determine a
new observation Y4 as the point where the derivative of q
vanishes. Thus

we can calculate an estimate Yt+k of minimum residual of TS
by finding the residual where the derivative of q vanishes.
Thus, setting
0=UŶt+U2Ŷt(Yt+1-Yt)
Or UŶt+U2Ŷt. UY=0
We then find forecast for period t+k: Ŷt+k=Yt+αt,
k=1,2,… where αt=UYt/UŶt.
2) Method of false position.
Newton’s method for residual minimization is based on
fitting a quadratic on the basis of information at a single

1 b Yˆ + b31Yˆ + b12Yˆ3
Y4 = . 23
2 a 23Yˆ + a31Yˆ2 + a12Yˆ3
2

s

Where aij=Yi-Yj, bij = Yi − Y j .
[2,4,6]
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V.

CONCLUSION

This paper connects between two isolation areas:
forecasting techniques and nonlinear programming
techniques. The aim of this interaction was to use some
nonlinear optimization methods for finding forecasting
values of interest variables based on line searching methods.
The initial difference of forecasting methods is mainly
on adjusting the data mechanism for optimal prediction of
variables; hereby, the article first analyzed different kinds of
forecasting techniques especially on adjusting variation
components power, then it followed some basic descent
methods to minimize the time series residual in relation to
actual values of variable.
Because of making stationary time series advantage
of these methods, it has tried to show how to integrate this
characteristic for generating fortified forecasting data.
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